AbstractÐThe minimum length test sequence generation method proposed in [2] for conformance testing of a protocol uses Unique Input Sequences (UIS) for state identification. This method, called the U-method, requires that the test graph, a graph derived from the protocol, be connected. This requirement also needs to be satisfied in the case of the MU-method [31], [30] , which assumes that the multiple UISs are available for each state. Thus, the U-method and the MU-method may not provide minimum length test sequences in cases where the test graph is not connected. Nevertheless, these methods generate minimum length test sequences with high fault coverage whenever the test graph is connected. This raises an important problem: Does there exist an assignment of UISs to the transitions such that the resulting test graph is connected? In this paper, we formulate this problem as a maximum cardinality two matroid intersection problem and discuss an efficient algorithmic solution. We also point out the role of the work in the minimum length test sequence generation problem.
be represented as a deterministic Finite State Machine (FSM) and it can be derived from the protocol specification in Estelle, LOTOS, or SDL.
In the last decade or so, significant advances have been reported in the area of conformance testing, in particular, control flow testing using FSM methods. These include 1) techniques for minimizing the lengths of test sequences, 2) methods aimed at improving fault coverage, and 3) complexity results establishing intractability of certain problems. A detailed review of most of these methods may be found in [29] , [6] , [28] , [25] , [34] , [1] . The recent work by Sun et al. [32] provides a comprehensive coverage of this area.
Different methods have been proposed in the literature for selecting test suites from an FSM specification. Test suite selected in these methods are simply a (test) sequence of input and expected output pairs. Ural [34] has reviewed various methods proposed in the past for selecting test sequences from the FSM specification of a protocol. As it is impractical to test the implementation exhaustively, these methods select only a test sequence of finite length using some selection criteria. Depending on the criteria, these methods select test sequences of varied lengths, fault detection capabilities (ability to detect the presence of a fault) and fault diagnosis capabilities (ability to localize the fault). An analysis of the fault detection and diagnosis capabilities of different test sequence selection methods may be found in [23] .
Among the several test sequence selection methods, the U-method [26] , [27] , [2] has proven very popular and has been extensively studied. This method defines what is called a Unique Input-Output sequence (UIO sequence) of each state for state identification. A UIO sequence of a state is an input-output sequence of shortest length which lies along a walk starting from that state such that no walk starting from any other state has the same sequence. The problem of generating a minimum length test sequence using UIO sequences for state verification was formulated in [2] as an asymmetric Rural Postperson Problem (RPP) [9] , [11] , [33] . The efficient solution for RPP proposed in [2] requires a certain auxiliary graph, called the test graph, derived from the specification FSM for a given set of UIO sequences to be connected. In order to further minimize the length of the test sequence generated by the U-method, Shen et al. [31] , [30] have proposed a method known as the MU-method. Instead of a single UIO sequence for each state, it uses multiple UIO sequences. The improvement is achieved by suitably assigning a UIO sequence for testing the tail state of a transition from the set of UIO sequences for that state such that the final test sequence is of minimum length. They have formulated the problem as an assignment problem which is solved using a minimum cost maximum flow algorithm. While attempting to generate a minimum length test sequence, the method in [31] also gives an assignment of UIO sequences for the transitions. The test graph resulting from this assignment of UIO sequences may not be connected. However, the method requires the test graph to be connected. But, there is no way to guide the minimum cost flow algorithm to produce an UIO sequence assignment leading to a connected test graph, even when one such assignment is available. Thus, the MU-method may not always lead to a minimum length test sequence.
The above discussion suggests an important problem. Does there exist an assignment of UIO sequences to the transitions such that the resulting test graph is connected? In this paper, we provide a matroid-theoretic formulation and solution of this problem. Our work is based on our earlier work presented in [24] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, certain basic definitions relating to graphs, matroids, and finite state machines relevant to our work in this paper are presented. Section 3 discusses the U-method and the MUmethod. Motivation for our work is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, a matroid theoretic formulation of the UIO assignment problem and an algorithmic solution are presented. In Section 6, we summarize our work, pointing out its role in solving the minimum length test sequence generation problem.
BASIC DEFINITIONS

Graphs
The following definitions are taken from [33] , [13] , [20] .
A graph G is a pair V ; E, where V and E are two finite disjoint sets. Elements of V and E are called vertices and edges, respectively. G is called an undirected graph if each edge is identified with an unordered pair of vertices referred to as the end vertices of the edge. An edge is called a self-loop if both its end vertices are identical. First, we shall consider an undirected graph G. 
E is said to be induced by F E if E H F and V H is the set of end vertices of all the edges in F . This induced subgraph is denoted by GF . If F is a bag 1 of edges from E, then, in GF , each edge in F is repeated as many times as it occurs in F . If K is a set of edges having both their end vertices in V , then G K denotes the graph obtained from G V ; E by adding all the edges in K to (the edge set of) G.
If each edge of a graph G V ; E is identified with an ordered pair of vertices, then G is called a directed graph or, simply, a digraph. The edges in a digraph are also referred to as arcs. Let a u; v P E, where u and v are the vertices in V . a is called an outgoing (incoming) arc at uv. Also, u and v are called the starting vertex and the tail vertex of a, respectively. A walk in a digraph G is a finite sequence of vertices v 0 ; v 1 ; . . . ; v k , k ! 1, such that v iÀ1 ; v i for i 1; 2; . . . ; k are edges in G. v 0 and v k are called the starting vertex and tail vertex of the walk, respectively, and all other vertices are called its internal vertices. A tour, a path, and a cycle in a digraph can be defined analogous to those in the undirected graph. A digraph is said to be strongly connected if there exists a path from each vertex to every other vertex. The digraph G V ; E is said to be symmetric if the number of incoming arcs at every vertex in V is the same as the number of outgoing arcs at that vertex. Given a strongly connected digraph G V ; E with weighted arcs, and a subset of arcs F E, the Asymmetric Rural Postperson Problem (RPP) with respect to F is to find a tour with minimum cost such that it covers each arc in F at least once [9] , [11] , [33] . Such a minimum cost tour is referred to as an Asymmetric Rural Postperson Tour (RPT) with respect to F . The RPT is known to be an NP-complete problem [15] , [19] .
Matroids
Consider a finite set S of vectors over an arbitrary field. The collection of the independent sets of vectors possesses several interesting properties. For example, 1. Any subset of an independent set is independent. 2. If I p and I p1 are any two independent sets with jI p1 j jI p j 1, then I p , together with some element of I p1 , forms an independent set of jI p1 j elements.
It is interesting to note that there are several algebraic systems which possess the above properties. For instance, the collection of subsets of edges of a graph which do not contain any circuit possesses these properties. It was while studying the properties of such systems that Whitney [36] introduced the concept of a matroid. A matroid M E; s is a structure in which E is a finite set of elements and s is a family of subsets of E such that . I-1: The empty set is a member of s ; . I-2: F 1 & F and F P s imply F 1 P s; . I-3: If F p and F p1 are sets in s having p and p 1 elements, respectively, then there exists an element e P F p1 À F p such that F p feg P s. Elements of E are called the elements of the matroid M. Elements in s are called the independent sets in M. A maximal independent set of M is called a base of M. The rank of the matroid M is the cardinality of the largest independent set in M.
We now consider some examples. Let S be a finite subset of a vector space. As noted above, the family of all the subsets of linearly independent vectors in S satisfy the independent axioms. Hence, these subsets of S form the collection of independent sets of a matroid on S. The rank of this matroid is equal to the dimension of the vector space S.
Another example of a matroid is the matching matroid defined on the vertex set of a graph. Consider an undirected graph G with vertex set V . A matching in G is a collection of edges of G such that no two edges have any common vertex. The vertices of these edges are said to be saturated in the matching [33] . Let s be the collection of all the subsets I V such that the elements of I are saturated in some matching of G. It can be shown that s is the collection of independent sets of a matroid on V . This matroid is called a matching matroid.
Let G be a connected undirected graph with edge set E. Consider the collection s of all the subsets of E which do not contain any cycle. Clearly s satisfies I-1 and I-2. We can also show that s also satisfies I-3 [33] . Thus, s is the collection of independent sets of a matroid M on E. Each base of M is a spanning tree of G. Therefore, in this matroid, the rank of E is equal to n À 1, where n is the number of vertices of G. This matroid M is called a graphic matroid.
In this paper, two matroids are of special interest to us: the graphic matroid defined above and the partition matroid.
The partition matroid is defined as follows: Let P fE 1 ; E 2 ; . . . ; E k g be a partition of the edge set E of a graph G V ; E. Let Q fi 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i k g be a given set of nonnegative integers. Let E; s be a system such that F P s iff jE j F j i j for j 1; 2; . . . ; k. It is known that E; s is a matroid [13] , [20] . It is called the partition matroid of G with respect to the partition P and the index Q. Let E; s j , j 1; 2; . . . ; k for some k ! 2, be a system of matroids over E. The Maximum Cardinality Matroid Intersection Problem (MCMIP) is to find a maximum subset H of E such that H is independent in E; s j for j 1; 2; . . . k. If k 2, then the above problem is referred to as the Maximum Cardinality Two Matroid Intersection Problem (MC2MIP). Though the general MCMIP is NP-complete [21] , [20] , its special case MC2MIP is polynomially solvable [13] .
Since its introduction in 1935 by Whitney, matroid has been extensively used to generalize seemingly different concepts and results in diverse disciplines such as electrical network theory, linear programming, graph theory, switching theory etc. It has helped to discover simpler and unifying proofs of several results in these disciplines by identifying the matroid structure underlying the problems under consideration. For example, Edmonds [7] showed that the greedy approach of Kruskal's minimum weight spanning tree problem applies to all optimization problems which seek to select a minimum weight element in a set, provided the set has the matroid structure. In the case of the minimum weight spanning tree problem, the set is the collection of all acyclic subgraphs of a graph. Several other matroid theoretic results, algorithms and applications may be found in [33] , [13] , [35] , [18] . In this paper, we present yet another application of matroid in the area of communication protocol testing.
Finite State Machine Model of a Communication Protocol
As we mentioned earlier, the control flow part of a protocol can be modeled as an FSM. In the following, we shall highlight only those definitions relating to an FSM which are relevant to this paper. An FSM M S; s 1 ; I; O; T can also be represented by a directed labeled graph G s V ; E, where S V and each transition s i ; s j ; a=o corresponds to an arc in E directed from s i to s j with label tid : a=o, where tid is a unique transition identification for the transition/arc. The identification tid in the label of the transition is, in fact, optional. The graph G s is called the specification graph of the corresponding protocol. Thus, we shall apply all graph theory definitions to the protocol as well. An FSM is said to have reset capability if, for each state s i in S, there exists a transition s i ; s 1 ; r=À, called a reset transition, which resets the FSM to its initial state where ªrº denotes the ªresetº command and ªÀº denotes that the FSM does not produce any output for the reset command.
An input (output) sequence is a sequence of input (output) symbols. We denote an ordered pair a; b of input and output by a=b. An input-output sequence is a sequence of input and output pairs. ª@º is an operator for concatenating two input (output) sequences, as well as input-output sequences. We shall denote the input sequence, the output sequence, and the input-output sequence on a walk W by Inseq(W), Outseq(W), and IOseq(W), respectively.
In FSM-based testing methods, the specifications and the implementations are assumed to be represented as FSMs. We shall refer to the FSM representations of a specification and an implementation of a protocol as SPEC and IUT, respectively. The methods also assume that the SPEC is strongly connected.
An Let U i be an UIS of s i , 1 i n. The set fU i j 1 i ng is referred to as a UIS set of the FSM M.
In conformance testing, one is interested in minimization of test sequence lengths. So, we assign a unit cost to each edge in the specification graph G s S; E of the protocol. We assume that the functions starte, labele, and ende will return the starting state, label, and the tail state of any transition e, respectively. Let MU i be a nonempty set of UISs for each state s i P S. Let MU MU 1 MU 2 . . . MU n . Define the relation 2 R E Â MU such that e; u P R iff ende headu. Thus, for each transition e and each UIS u for the state ende, there is an element e; u P R. Clearly, R denotes the set of all possible assignments of UISs from MU for all the transitions in E. We call any subset B R a valid UIS assignment or, simply, a UIS assignment for the set of transitions D E if domB D and jfu j e; u P Bgj 1, for each e P D. That is, each element in D has exactly one UIS assigned in B. A valid UIS assignment for E is also referred to as a (valid) UIS assignment of the protocol G s . Consider the undirected graph G H S; E H , where E H fstarte; tailu; labele@u j e; u P Rg. An edge e H P E H which corresponds to e; u P R is often referred to as a test edge for the transition e since e can be tested by applying the sequence along e H . For each edge e H starte; tailu; labele@u P E H which corresponds to e; u P R, the length of the input sequence in labele@u is taken as the cost of e H . It is easy to see that there is a one-toone correspondence between R and E
H . An element of R is often treated as an edge in E H and vice versa. Let B be a valid UIS assignment for D E. 
TEST SEQUENCE SELECTION METHODS
Two important methods based on the UISs are described in this section. These methods have provided the motivation of the work presented in this paper. Recall that SPEC and IUT denote the FSM representation of a specification and an implementation of a protocol, respectively.
The U-Method
The U-method [2] [6] requires that the representation graph G s S; E of SPEC be strongly connected. Each state of G s is assumed to have an UIS. Let U j be an UIS for s j , 1 j n. The U-method tests each transition s i ; s j ; a=o as follows:
The protocol implementation IUT is first put in state s i . Then, the input a is applied and the output is verified for o. Finally, to check for state s j , the UIS U j is applied to the current state of the IUT and the output is examined against the expected output according to the SPEC.
Thus, the input sequence a@U j is the test subsequence for the transition s i ; s j ; a=o. By considering MU j fU j g, 1 j n, we get G H S; E H , where E H fs i ; tailU j ; a@U j js i ; s j ; a=o P Eg:
Clearly, G H is the unique test graph of G s . Let G Ã G s E H . In the U-method, each transition in G s is tested by applying the subsequence along its test edge in E H . Thus, an optimal test sequence for G s lies along an RPT of G Ã with respect to E H . In other words, the optimal test sequence generation problem is equivalent to the problem of finding an RPT of G Ã with respect to E H . Before proceeding further, we introduce a definition. A rural symmetric augmentation of a weighted digraph G V ; E with respect to F E is a digraph GF E 1 such that 1) GF E 1 is symmetric and 2) E 1 is a minimum cost bag in E satisfying 1). The polynomial algorithm given in [26] [2] . Note that this is only a sufficient condition. It is also shown that protocols which have either a self-loop at each state or the reset capability always meet this requirement.
MU-Method
In order to minimize the length of the test sequence, the multiple UIS-based methods [31] , [30] choose one of many UISs available for each state. One such method proposed in [31] applies network flow techniques for assigning a suitable UIS for each transition from the set of multiple UISs of its tail state. However, this method has certain problems. The test graph resulting from the UIS assignment computed by the method may not be connected. In that case, one needs heuristics to generate a test sequence to cover all the transitions. This also means that the method may not produce a minimum length test sequence if the resulting test graph is not connected. These problems are discussed in [30] and we shall refer to this modified method as the MU-method. This method generates a minimum length test sequence only when the underlying test graph for the UIS assignment resulting from the application of network flow techniques is connected.
Given a set MU i of multiple UISs of minimum length for each state s i ; i 1; 2; . . . n of the protocol G s S; E, the UIS Assignment Problem (UAP) is to find a valid UIS assignment B of the protocol such that the RPT of G s B with respect to B is of minimum length among all valid UIS assignments of the protocol. The MU-method solves certain specific instances of this problem efficiently by transforming it into an equivalent multistage minimum cost maximum flow problem [30] . As in the U-method, a minimum length test sequence is obtained by concatenating the test subsequences and/or the inputs of the transitions along the minimum cost RPT. As we noted before, the MU-method guarantees an optimal test sequence for a protocol G s if the test graph G H B is connected. It has also been proven that protocols which have either the reset capability or a selfloop at each state always meet this requirement [2] , [31] . As we shall see in the next section, this approach of obtaining minimum length test sequences may not work for all protocols.
An alternate approach for the test sequence length minimization problem in the presence of multiple UIO sequences is proposed in [34] . Techniques for minimizing the length of a test sequence by overlapping test subsequences of the transitions may be found in [4] , [17] , [14] .
MOTIVATION FOR THE PRESENT WORK
It has been reported in [2] and [5] that the U-method can be applied to generate an optimum test sequence for a protocol G s which satisfies one of the conditions 1 through 5 below. Note that conditions 1 through 4 are independent of UISs, whereas condition 5 is with respect to a particular UIS set.
G s has the reset capability [2].
2. G s has a self-loop at each state [2] . 3. G s has a state, say s e , with a self-loop and a reset edge, and each state has a self-loop, or a reset edge, or an edge to the state s e [5] . 4. For every partition of S into two nonempty subsets S A and S À S A ; Ws i P S A and s j P S À S A such that there is an edge to some state s k from both s i and s j [5] . 5. For every partition of S into two nonempty subsets S A and S À S A ; Ws i P S A and s j P S À S A such that state s i s j has an edge to a state s p s q in S and tailU p tailU q . Here, U j is an UIS for the state s j , j 1; 2; . . . ; n, and it is used for testing every incoming transition at the state s j [5] .
We would like to note that the above conditions are only sufficient conditions. There are real-life protocols which do not satisfy any of these conditions, yet the U-method can Fig. 1 successfully generate a minimum length test sequence for these protocols provided suitable UISs are chosen. For example, consider the FSM representation of a simplified transport protocol as given in [3] and shown in Fig. 1 . The labels for the transitions are shown in Table 1 . This protocol does not satisfy conditions 1-4. With the UISs generated as in Table 2 , condition 5 is not met. However, the test graph of the protocol is connected if the UISs given in Table 2 are used. This example suggests that, even if a protocol does not have any of the structures stated in conditions 1-5, the U-method can still be used to obtain an optimum test sequence provided UISs resulting in a connected test graph are available.
Even when multiple UISs are available for all the states, careful assignment of UISs to transitions is necessary since an arbitrary assignment may not produce a connected test graph despite the existence of such assignments. For example, consider the abstract FSM protocol as given in Fig. 2 , based on the responder module of the INRES protocol [10] . Only the core transitions are considered here. The states s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 correspond to the states DISCON-NECTED, WAIT, and CONNECTED of the responder module, respectively. We have slightly modified the original labels of the transitions so that the FSM has multiple UISs. The labels of the transitions are given in Table 3 . Let MU 1 ft1g, MU 2 ft2; t3g, and MU 3 ft4; t5; t6g be the set of UISs for the states s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 , respectively. Note that the UISs are denoted by their corresponding transitions. Let MU MU 1 MU 2 MU 3 . Clearly, the assignments A 1 and A 2 given in Table 4 and Table 5 , respectively, are valid UIS assignments of the protocol. Also, both these assignments are obtainable in the MU-method while it attempts to solve the UAP. However, the test graph G H A 1 is not connected, whereas the other test graph G H A 2 is connected. If the UIS-based methods assign UISs to the transitions as per A 1 , then they cannot generate a test sequence for this protocol. On the other hand, A 2 facilitates the UIS-based methods to generate an optimal test sequence for the protocol. The above discussion implies that the MUmethod may not always produce a test sequence, even if the protocol has an UIS-set which yields a connected test graph. Unfortunately, there is no way to ensure that the min-cost flow approach used in these methods will lead to a test graph which is connected.
It should also be emphasized that certain protocols may not even have any connected test graph. Consider the FSM representation of a simplified alternating bit protocol (receiver) shown in Fig. 3 . m0 and m1 are the only UISs for the states s 1 and s 2 , respectively. The FSM neither satisfies the requirement stated in conditions 1 through 5 nor has a valid UIS assignment so that the resulting test graph is connected.
Thus, the following question arises: Given a set of multiple UISs for each state of a protocol, does the protocol have a set BE E of transitions and a valid UIS assignment for BE such that the resulting test graph for BE is connected and spans all the states of the protocol? If so, how to find a minimum set of transitions satisfying the above condition? In the following section, we formulate this problem as a Maximum Cardinality Two Matroid Intersection Problem (MC2MIP) and describe an algorithm to solve this problem. 
TABLE 3
Labels of the Transitions in Fig. 2 As defined earlier, let MU i be a nonempty set of UISs for each state s i of the strongly connected specification digraph G s S; E; MU MU 1 MU 2 . . . MU n . R E Â MU is a relation such that e; u P R iff ende headu. Consider the undirected graph G H S; E H , where E H fstarte; tailu; labele@uje; u P Rg. Ob ser v e that, for each valid UIS assignment B, the induced graph G H B is a test graph for domB.
The Basic UIS Assignment Problem (BUAP) is to find a maximum set K E and a valid UIS assignment B of K such that G H B is acyclic and, hence, has the minimum number of connected components spanning G H .
The BUAP can be efficiently solved using the matroid theoretic approach. We demonstrate this by mapping the BUAP into an equivalent MC2MIP which is solvable in polynomial steps. To start with, let us assume that G H is connected and that it has no self-loop. Let M 1 E H ; s 1 be the graphic matroid of G H defined in Section 2.2. Let Q e be the set of all possible UIS assignments from MU for the transition e. Clearly, Q e R and domQ e feg. Let P fQ e j e P Eg. Recall that an element e; u P R is also treated as an edge of E H . Then, clearly, P is a partition of E H . Let M 2 E H ; s 2 be the partition matroid over the partition P and integers i e 1 for all e P E. Suppose that I max is a maximum set such that it is independent in M 1 , as well as in M 2 , then it is a valid assignment for domI max and G H I max is acyclic. Since I max is a maximum set, it spans G H . These properties, in turn, imply that G H I max contains the minimum number of components (see proof of Theorem 2). Hence, domI max and I max form a solution to the BUAP.
We now present an efficient algorithm called basic assignment for solving the BUAP. We assume that G H is connected and it has no self-loop. This algorithm is based on the algorithms for the MC2MIP by Lawler [12] , [13] and Edmonds [8] , as given in [18] . These algorithms are for computing a maximum cardinality intersection of any two matroids over the same set of elements. Algorithm basic_assignment is obtained from the above algorithms by adapting them for computing the maximum cardinality intersection of the graphic matroid M 1 and the partition matroid M 2 given above, thereby reducing the overall time complexity. The basic_assignment algorithm starts with an empty set of edges. That is, initially, H Y. At each iteration of the repeat..until loop of the algorithm, it computes a valid UIS assignment H such that G H H is acyclic and H has one element more than the number of elements it had in the previous iteration. The algorithm terminates when there is no such H in the current iteration.
The UIS assignment H output by the algorithm and domH form a solution to the BUAP. A formal description of the algorithm is given in Fig. 4 . This is followed by an informal explanation. For the sake of simplicity in notation, we shall let an element j e; u P E H also refer to the edge e. An iteration of the repeat...until loop first (lines 5 -18) constructs a digraph G H V H ; E H for a given H. Here, V H fs; tg E H , where s and t are two designated vertices in V H . The set of vertices in V H which represents the edges in E H is partitioned into two sets: H and E H À H. Then, the graph G H is constructed in such a way that the presence of a path from s to t in G H guarantees that the cardinality of H in the current iteration can be increased by one. In order to construct the edge set E H , the following is done with respect to each j e; u P E H À H.
If G H H fjg is acyclic, then an edge from s to j is added to E H (lines 7 and 8). If e T P domH, then an edge from j to t is added to E H (lines 9 and 10). For each k e H ; u H P H, an edge from j to k is added to E H if k and j are test edges for the same transition (that is, if e e H ) (lines 13 and 14) . Also, if j and k are contained in a cycle of G H H fjg, then an edge is added to E H from k to j (lines 15 and 16).
If the digraph G H thus constructed has a path from s to t, then let s; j 1 ; k 1 ; . . . ; j pÀ1 ; k pÀ1 ; j p ; t be a shortest path from s to t. As established in Theorem 1, H H H fj 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j p g À fk 1 ; k 2 ; . . . ; k pÀ1 g is a valid assignment such that G H H H is acyclic. Therefore, the algorithm proceeds to the next iteration of the repeat...until loop. On the other hand, if G H has no path from s to t, then the algorithm terminates since H computed in the previous iteration and domH forms a solution to the BUAP (refer to Theorem 2) . Suppose that the cardinality of H computed in the current iteration is n À 1, where n is the number of states in G s . Then, G H H fjg will have a cycle for each j P E H À H. Therefore, G H computed in the next iteration will not have any outgoing edge from s. In other words, G H has no path from s to t. Also, the algorithm starts with H as an empty set and each iteration adds one edge to H. As a result, the algorithm terminates within n iterations. Let m and denote the number of transitions and the maximum number of UISs in MU for any state of the protocol, respectively. Since G s is strongly connected, m ! n, where n is the number of states in G s . Suppose that the computation needed to check if a given set is independent in a given matroid is considered as one step. Then, our algorithm requires Onm 2 steps. This complexity can easily be derived since the outer and the inner for loop of the repeat..until loop are executed at most m Â times and the repeat..until loop itself is executed at most n times. Note that this complexity is better than the complexity (Om 3 ) of the general maximum cardinality two-matroid intersection algorithms. When the time required to complete each step is from e8 to t was added to E H since the transition t3, for which e8 is a test edge, does not obviously belong to domH Y (lines 9 and 10). Since s; e8; t is a shortest path from s to t in G H , e8 is added to H (lines 21 and 22). Therefore, H fe8g and domH ft3g. The algorithm enters into the second iteration of the repeat...until loop. The digraph G H constructed in the second iteration of the repeat...until loop is shown in Fig. 8 . Note that an edge from e9 to e8 is present in G H , since e9 and e8 are test edges for the same transition t3 (lines 13 and 14) . Since s; e5; t is a shortest path from s to t in the current G H , e5 is added to H. Thus, H fe8; e5g and domH ft3; t4g at the end of the second iteration of the repeat...until loop. Fig. 9 shows the graph G H constructed in the third iteration of the loop. Observe that the edge from e5 to e2, for instance, is present in G H since e5 and e2 are contained in the unique cycle in G H H fe2g (lines 15 and 16). The algorithm terminates in this iteration since there is no path from s to t in G H . Thus, the solution to the basic assignment problem at hand is H fe8; e5g with domH ft3; t4g. That is, assign the UIS along t5 to the transition t3 and the UIS along t2 to the transition t4. Observe that G H H is a spanning tree of G H .
SUMMARY
The minimum length test sequence generation method proposed in [2] for conformance testing of a protocol uses unique input sequences for state identification. This method, called the U-method, requires that the test graph be connected. This requirement also needs to be satisfied in the case of the MU-method [31] , [30] , which assumes that the multiple UISs are available for each state. In other words, the U-method and the MU-method do not cover certain protocols. Nevertheless, these methods generate minimum length test sequences with high fault coverage [16] whenever the test graph is connected. This raises an important problem: Does there exist an assignment of UIS to the transitions such that the resulting test graph is connected? In this paper, we have formulated this problem as a maximum cardinality two matroid intersection problem and discussed an efficient algorithmic solution. Our work suggests the following approach for the application of UIS-based methods for minimizing the length of the test sequence: 1) Apply the MU-method and if it results in a connected test graph, then a minimum length test sequence can be generated efficiently. 2) If the application of the MU-method does not result in a connected test graph, then apply our BUAP algorithm (Section 5) to obtain a UIS assignment that results in a connected test graph (if such an assignment exists). A minimum length test sequence for this UIS assignment can be generated efficiently. 3) If the application of the BUAP algorithm does not lead to a connected test graph, then apply the heuristics presented in [24] , [22] to find test sequences of different levels of optimality. These heuristics involve a minimum cost spanning tree algorithm, an approximate algorithm for the asymmetric rural postperson problem, and network flow techniques. These results will be discussed in a subsequent paper.
